How to Repair Cracked Concrete

Tools & Materials

- Rubber gloves
- Concrete repair kit
- Concrete pencil
- Concrete trowel
- Concrete mix
- Water

Step 1: Clean Crack

- Use rubber gloves and a concrete repair kit to clean the crack. Make sure to remove all debris and dust from the crack.

Step 2: Mix Repair Mortar

- Follow the manufacturer’s instructions to mix the repair mortar. Mix the dry ingredients with water to form a thick, yet workable, paste.

Step 3: Apply Repair Mortar

- Use the concrete trowel to apply the repair mortar to the crack. Apply the mortar in a consistent thickness to ensure a uniform repair.

Step 4: Smooth Surface

- Use a concrete pencil to smooth out the surface of the repair mortar. This will help to prevent the appearance of the repair mortar.

Step 5: Allow to Dry

- Allow the repair mortar to dry for at least 24 hours before walking on it.

Step 6: Paint

- Once the repair mortar is dry, paint to match the surrounding concrete.

Remember, the key to a successful repair is to ensure that the crack is clean and dry before applying the repair mortar. This will help to ensure that the repair mortar adheres properly and lasts for a long time.